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A. Edit Box 
B. Text Box 
C. Input Box 
D. Combo Box 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 120 

What are two properties of a Domino Document data source? (Choose two.) 


A. Allow save 
B. Default view 
C. Default action 
D. Run form validation 
E. Refresh computed fields 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 121 
What is one advantage that XPages inherits by being built upon JavaServer 
Faces? 

A. The ability to use the Apache framework. 
B. The ability to maintain stateful applications.  
C. The ability to embed Flash data on an XPage. 
D. The ability to render HTML pages purely from JavaScript code. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 122 
Robin is developing an XPage application, but she mistakenly closed the 
Controls and Data views in IBM Domino Designer. How can Robin reopen 
these views? 
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A. From the Window menu, select XPages under the 'Open Perspective' 
submenu.  
B. Enable the 'XPages views' option on the XPage tab of the Application 
Properties. 
C. In the Domino Designer Preferences on the XPage section, check the Controls 
and Data view options. 
D. In the Application Navigator, right-click on the XPage application and enable 
the Controls and Data view options. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 123 
Hank needs to debug a LotusScript agent running on the server. He has enabled 
the 'Allow remote debugging on this server' field in the server document and 
loaded the rdebug task, but the agent is not appearing when he tries to connect 
the Remote LotusScript Debugger to the application. What additional step must 
he perform? 

A. Add 'Option Debug' to the Options section of the agent. 
B. In the agent basics properties, enable the 'Allow remote debugging' option.  
C. Run the agent using the '-debug' switch in the tell amgr run command. 
D. In the agent debug properties, enable the 'Compile code with debugging 
information' option 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 124 
An IBM Notes database displays lists of documents using views and folders 
design elements. What's the main difference between a view and a folder? 

A. A view contains documents that have been added to the view while a folder 
contains documents that meet a certain selection criteria. 
B.  A  view  contains  documents  that  meet  a certain selection  criteria  while 
a folder contains documents that have been added to the folder. 
C. A view contains documents that have been added to the view while a folder 
contains documents that meet a certain selection criteria or have been added to 
the folder. 
D. A view contains documents  that  meet  a certain  selection  criteria  while 
a folder contains documents that have been added to the folder or contains 
documents that meet a certain selection criteria. 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 125 

Fault Analyzer relies on which portion of NSD output?
 

A. notes.ini 
B. memcheck 
C. stack trace 
D. tcp netstat data 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 126 

Which two types of monitors can be created in events4.nsf? (Choose two.) 


A. Domino User activity 
B. Domino Database inactivity 
C. Domino server Task Status monitor 
D. Domino server process thread monitor 
E. Domino server Statistic Event Generator 

Answer: C, E 

QUESTION: 127 
What tool would help in troubleshooting mail routing issues on an IBM Domino 
server? 

A. Mail Journalling 
B. Verbose Router logging 
C. Mail Tracking Collector 
D. IBM Support Assistant (ISA) 

Answer: B 
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QUESTION: 128 
How can Rachel troubleshoot an IBM Notes client that is unable to connect to a 
particular IBM Domino server? 

A. by reviewing log.nsf on the Notes client and NSD logs in 
IBM_TECHNICAL_SUPPORT folder 
B. by reviewing trace and logs in Notes client using menu options: Help - 
Support - View Log and View Trace 
C. in the Notes client, by creating a connection document in the Contacts 
database in Advanced - Connections 
D. by tracing the connection to the Domino server on the Notes client by using 
menu option File - Preferences - Notes - Ports Trace 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 129 
Assuming  Server A and  Server B are in the same Notes  Named  Network 
(NNN), where would connection documents need to be placed to allow for mail 
routing between them? 

A. Server A 
B. Server B 
C. Server A and B 
D. None are required. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 130 
Joe would like to take advantage of the meeting services in  IBM Sametime 
Standard. What is required for Joe to accomplish this? 

A. A new Sametime managed policy should be created. 
B. All Joe's users should be upgraded to IBM Notes 8.5.3 or higher. 
C. Joe needs to configure Sametime Standard with LDAP authentication. 
D. Joe needs to create a desktop policy to enable Sametime Standard features. 

Answer: C 
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